CALLING ALL DRY GRAD PARENTS!!!
CRITICAL SET UP EVENT (Please Read)
If you are a parent of a Grade 12 student, WE NEED YOU!!!!
Please put on your calendar Friday, June 1, if you haven’t already.

Next Friday Timeline in the Magee Atrium:
4:00 pm - 6:30 pm: Grad Photo Display (once done, this will be left up until the end of school)
6:30 pm - 9 pm: Atrium Decoration Dry Run (includes tent and table layout and placements and
detailing of tents, items for rotunda, blackout, etc…)
This is our opportunity to work out ideas and identify problems in advance. On the actual night
we will only have from 11:30 pm until 1:00 am to transform our atrium for our wonderful grads,
so we want to have it right!
ADDITIONAL THINGS THAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP OUT:
1) Bring items that have a tropical flare to them that we can use to add to the existing decor.
• palm trees or tropical plants
• tiki styled furnishings such as statues and stools,
2) Photo Booth Props Needed: Bring them to create more interesting or silly pictures. In
keeping with the tropical theme, we are looking for tropical/beach items such as:
Photo Booth: props needed for them to use to create interesting or silly pictures. In keeping with
the tropical theme, we are looking for tropical/beach items such as:
·

Hats and Headwear like Colourful/Silly/floppy beach hats

·

Clothing like grass skirts or Hawaiian shirts and dresses

·

Accessories like crazy sunglasses, flowers, beachballs, tropical looking beverage glass

·

inflatable toys such as beach ball, water wings, palm trees, parrots, fish

·

Tropical animals or ornaments

·

Other like tiki torch, fancy leis, parasol

·

Water gear like mask, snorkel, flippers

If you have anything that you could lend/contribute to the decor or prop box, please bring your
items to the Dry Grad meeting on June 1st. Please note that Dry Grad cannot be responsible for
any lost or damages items so don’t bring something that you can afford to lose.
If you have any questions or for more information please call Skye at 778-878-3286 or email:
mageedrygrad2018@gmail.com

